We studied transient cavitation bubble formation and acoustic emission around individual laser-heated microparticles using subnanosecond time-resolved microscopy. Microcavitation bubbles were observed as early as 0.5 ns after the particles were heated by a 30 ps laser pulse. The bubbles expanded to a few micrometers in size and collapsed on the time scale of 0.1-1 sec. We discuss microcavitation as the origin of anomalously large photoacoustic effects and nonlinear optical responses observed in laser-heated colloidal suspensions, as well as a mechanism for cellular damage in biologic tissue containing pigment particles. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The interaction of lasers with biological tissue containing pigment microparticles is of interest both for medical use of lasers and for the development of laser eye safety standards. When pigment microparticles in an aqueous suspension are irradiated by short laser pulses, the particles can be transiently heated to temperatures much higher than the surrounding nonabsorbing liquid. A fluid containing such local hot spots can exhibit novel dynamic properties that are distinct from those of a uniformly heated fluid. For example, Q-switched ͑nanosecond͒ laser irradiation of a colloidal suspension of carbon particles has been shown to produce an anomalously large photoacoustic effect 1-3 and nonlinear optical response.
2-5 Solutions or polymer films containing carbon particles have greatly reduced thresholds for laser ablation compared to solutions or films containing dye molecular absorbers with equivalent optical densities. 6, 7 The nonlinear optical properties of these colloidal suspensions have been investigated as a way of creating optical limiting and optical switching devices. 5, 8, 9 A mechanism that has been invoked to explain the dynamic properties of laser-heated colloidal suspensions is the formation of microscopic bubbles around the heated particles.
1-6,10,11 The large refractive index difference between the bubbles and the surrounding fluid can produce the observed nonlinear optical response, whereas the large volume expansion can give rise to the pronounced photoacoustic effect. Other authors have suggested that the particles can be heated to produce microplasmas, which are responsible for the nonlinear optical response. 9 To the best of our knowledge, the interaction of individual microparticles with laser radiation has not been directly probed, however, since the photoacoustic and nonlinear optical properties were observed as collective phenomena in colloidal suspensions or films containing large numbers of particles.
To help understand the mechanism of interaction at the microscopic level, we used time-resolved microscopy with subnanosecond time resolution to directly visualize transient events around individual microparticles. A microscope was set up to allow delivery of a laser pump pulse to heat the particles, followed by a delayed strobe pulse to illuminate the field for digital image capture. To minimize speckle in the image, a low coherence strobe beam was applied using broadband stimulated emission from a dye cell; appropriate filters were used to block out the strong pump wavelength radiation. Experiments were carried out using either a nanosecond pump with a nanosecond strobe, or a picosecond pump with picosecond strobe pulses. The time delay between the two pulses could be varied from less than 1 ns to a few 100 ns using an optical delay line. With this setup, we were able to image directly the formation of microcavitation bubbles around individual pigment particles and the associated emission of acoustic waves on the nanosecond time scale.
Representative images taken with melanosome particles are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The melanosomes were isolated from the bovine retinal pigment epithelium. These natural pigment particles are ellipsoidal in shape, with approximate short and long axis dimensions of 1 and 2.5 m, respectively. In the three pairs of images shown in Fig. 1 images on the left ͓͑a͒-͑c͔͒ were taken before laser irradiation. The corresponding images of the same field of view on the right ͓͑d͒-͑f͔͒ were taken at 0.5, 1, and 2 ns after exposure to a 30 ps laser pulse at 532 nm. Formation of a vapor bubble around each irradiated particle is evident as early as 0.5 ns after the laser pulses ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. Bubbles appear dark in a bright field because the strobe light is scattered out of the collecting optics of the microscope in the transilluminating geometry. A pressure front can be seen as a ring around the bubble, which detaches and propagates away from the bubble after 1 ns ͓Figs. 1͑e͒ and 1͑f͔͒. Both the bubble and the pressure front take on the ellipsoidal shape of the melanosome particle at early times, and become spherical as they expand and propagate, as seen in images taken at longer delay times ͑Fig. 2͒. Bubble formation around melanosome particles required a threshold fluence of 55 mJ/cm 2 at 532 nm and 110 mJ/cm 2 at 565 nm. Without exception, bubbles were always produced around particles and not in regions of fluid free of particles. Because these bubbles originated from hot spots within a cold fluid, they were not in equilibrium with the surrounding fluid and were different from bubbles formed in a boiling ͑uniformly heated͒ liquid. After initial expansion, the vapor rapidly cooled and condensed, and the bubble collapsed. This is an example of cavitation by local energy deposition as defined by Lauterborn 12 and observed previously on much larger spatial scales. [13] [14] [15] [16] After bubble collapse, the particles appeared intact, with no evidence of fragmentation or permanent gas production ͑with laser fluences up to a few times above the cavitation threshold͒. The particles can be repeatedly irradiated, producing a bubble following each pulse, without being destroyed. These observations are consistent with the model 2,3,10,11 that bubbles formed around heated particles are a ''vapor blanket'' rather than a vaporized core.
Bubble dynamics around a single particle were investigated by measuring the transmission of a low-power helium-neon laser probe beam, focused to a small spot around the microparticle. The intensity of the transmitted probe beam was monitored by a photodiode, and the image of the cavitation bubble was simultaneously captured using the setup described above. For pump laser fluences below the cavitation threshold, no transient signal was detected. For fluences above the cavitation threshold, a transient decrease in the probe transmission was observed as the result of probe attenuation by the bubble ͑Fig. 3͒. The lifetimes of the bubble obtained from the lower two traces shown in Fig. 3 were 580 ns at 1.4ϫ threshold and 850 ns at 2.2ϫ threshold. Corresponding bubble diameters, obtained from images taken with 125 ns strobe delay, were 5.5 and 7.5 m, respectively. Care was taken to ensure that the probe beam was interrogating bubble dynamics around a single, isolated particle. Otherwise, bubbles initiated from adjacent particles can coalesce to form larger bubbles with longer lifetimes. Bubble coalescence was observed as early as 1 ns after the laser pulse. Rapid bubble fusion has been suggested to be necessary for nonlinear optical switching. 5 The pressure front was observable as a ring around the expanding bubble when the pressure-induced density variation in the fluid was sufficiently strong to produce a detectable refractive index gradient ͑contrast͒ in the image. A laser fluence in excess of 3-4 times the cavitation threshold was needed to observe the pressure wave. The velocity of the pressure front was previously shown to be supersonic near the origin but decayed rapidly to sonic velocity within a few nanoseconds. 17 The pressure front was observed only with picosecond pulses because nanosecond strobe was too long to produce a sharp stop action image. The distance traveled by a wave front moving at the speed of sound during the 20 ns exposure time is about 30 m. To reduce the ''blurring'' due to wave-front motion to less than 1 m ͑resolution of the microscope͒ requires a strobe pulse duration of 0.6 ns or shorter.
Nanosecond laser-induced acoustic signals were detected in the far field using pressure transducers. A needle hydrophone ͑NTR Systems, Seattle, WA, model TNU001A͒ was placed in the sample fluid about 1 mm from the irradiated particles. The photoacoustic signals were recorded on a digital oscilloscope, while the formation of transient cavitation bubbles was simultaneously imaged using time-resolved stroboscopic illumination. A satisfactory photoacoustic sig moelastic expansion of the particles. Above 0.11 J/cm 2 , there was a sharp increase in the acoustic signal amplitude. The fluence for the onset of this strong acoustic signal coincided with the threshold for cavitation bubble formation ͑0.11 J/cm 2 at the pump wavelength of 565 nm͒ which was observed simultaneously by stroboscopic imaging. The two lines in Fig. 4 were linear fits to data points below and above 0.11 J/cm 2 , respectively. These results strongly indicate that bubble formation around the heated particles is the origin of the ''giant'' photoacoustic effect reported previously in laser-irradiated colloidal suspensions.
1,18
The interaction of lasers with biological tissue containing pigment particles is of significant interest because of the growing use of lasers in medicine, 19, 20 and because of concerns with laser eye safety. [21] [22] [23] Melanosomes, in particular, are ubiquitous pigment particles in the skin and in the eye, which strongly absorb visible and near-infrared radiation. In many instances melanosome absorption is the primary step in the interaction leading to various laser tissue effects, 19, 21, 24, 25 both beneficial ͑laser surgery͒ and harmful ͑laser injury͒. The threshold for microbubble formation around melanosomes measured in this work ͑55 mJ/cm 2 at 532 nm͒ is in fact close to the retinal injury threshold for nanosecond and picosecond exposures measured in vivo.
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Cavitation at the retinal pigment epithelium is, therefore, a potentially important mechanism for short-pulsed laser injury.
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